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A dream  
come true
To choose an Elegance is to make a statement. About liv-
ing, comfort and generous amounts of space. It gives you 
both the room and the freedom to enjoy your usual life-
style while on the road. With an unwavering eye for  
the details, we have created a motorhome that will  
always feel like home – wherever you go.



Enjoyable 
moments

The enticing aroma of fresh herbs, warm farmhouse 
bread fresh from the bakery around the corner, served 
with other regional delicacies... A holiday should be a 
pleasure for all the senses – starting with breakfast in 
the morning right through to a glass of wine in the 
evening, to mark the end of another eventful day. 
Whether as a couple or with friends.



Spacious and 
Relaxing 
It’s getting late. Time to wind down and reflect as another 
wonderful day draws to an end. The spacious interior of 
your Elegance simply invites you to kick back and relax. 
Whether you prefer the fold-down bed or the royal suite 
in the rear – the choice is yours.

More inform
ation abou

t 

the Elegan
ce is availa

ble at

www.buerstner.co
m/uk



An eye for 
detail

The harmonious interplay of colours, shapes and  
materials is highlighted by numerous light sources. 

They are optimally positioned throughout the vehicle 
to place everything in the right light. Soft light sur-
rounds you at every turn inside the Elegance, filling 
the space with an unparalleled feeling of comfort.



They make  
the difference
Modern lines, pleasant surfaces and discreetly illuminat-
ed materials: The newly designed interior features  
numerous skilfully placed details that give the space a 
unique character. In addition, the bathroom, living room 
and bedroom are packed with refined features that  
really make the difference. This is #wohnfühlen with all 
of your senses.



Cleverly 
solved

Lots of highlights!

Among other things, space f
or  

a 32-inch TV with a practical 

adjustable bracke
t.

While on the road, you need plenty of space for 
large and small objects alike. The Elegance offers 

myriad storage options in combination with a range 
of functional equipment. After all, you should always 
enjoy a feeling of comfort and safety while travelling.



More comfort, 
more freedom
You can look forward to the iNDUS toilet, which is available 
as standard from Bürstner. With its modern design, it of-
fers an intelligent and fully automatic sanitary system 
that virtually empties itself. In accordance with this re-
source-saving concept, grey water is treated with sani-
tary additives and then used to flush the toilet. For two 
people, this allows self-sufficiency for up to one week. 
Real-time information can also be viewed on your mo-
bile phone.
In addition, an odor converter developed by Bürstner 
can be installed in the toilet area. It binds unpleasant 
smells for a long time and exudes a subtle fragrance 
(Bürstner accessory “OTZ”).



Wer sich für einen Elegance entscheidet, gibt ein State-
ment ab. Für Wohnen, Komfort und großzügige Platzver-
hältnisse. Er schenkt Ihnen den Raum und die Möglich-
keiten, Ihren Lebensstil auch unterwegs wie gewohnt zu 
erleben. Mit viel Liebe zum Detail ist ein Wohnmobil 
entstanden, in dem Sie sich überall wie zu Hause fühlen.

Elegance

Paint finishes Wood finish

White

Fabrics

Silver 
(optional)

Carmela Lecce Diamond Alma Diamond Lima Diamond
(optional)

Napa Diamond
(optional)

I 910 G

I 920 G

Layouts

You can find more  

infomation abou
t the 

Elegance a
t

www.buerstner.co
m

NEW: M̋y Bürstner App“
With the new “My Bürstner App” you can 
retrieve vehicle information conveniently 
via your smartphone and at the same 
time control many living room elements 
intuitively.

 + direct data exchange via the 
network between the vehicle and 
the “My Bürstner App”

 + suitable for iOS and Android
 + the system can be updated
 + the system comes standard with a 
paid subscription for a period of two 
years from initial registration. After 
that, you have to buy it annually to 
keep the Connect features

Available as standard: 
Kilometers, electricity, water – status 
always available
Service intervals – always in view
Light, temperature, satellite system – 
controllable near and far
Smart checklists and  
security features – always available
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Although we check the content carefully, we cannot guarantee that the document is free of printing errors. The 
design and colour of fixtures and fittings may vary from those illustrated, as is customary in the trade and due to 
the nature of the materials used. The technical data given in this publication correspond in weight and dimensions 
as well as in the options and design to the level of knowledge and production at the time of printing (08/2022). 
Bürstner reserve the right at any time to make modifications or improvements to the product. Therefore, we  
recommend that during the information process and before completing the contract you consult our website, use 
our configurator and/or contact our Bürstner authorized dealer on possible modifications in comparison to the 
present publication. Some of the photographs feature optional extras or decorative items which are not supplied 
as standard with the product.
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